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GUIDOBALDO DAL MONTE
AND THE ARCHIMEDEAN REVIVAL
DOMENICO BERTOLONI MELI
Jesus Co1lege, Cambridge

RIASSUNTO
Questo saggio esamina il ruolo di Guidobaldo dal Monte all'inter.ro d.l rinasci]iento di studi matematici in ltalia nella seconda metA
,500. Le sue posizioni vengono confrontate brevemente con quelle
del
di Giovanni Batiista Benedetii e soprattutto di Federico Commandino. Mentre Benedetti sviluppa un atteggiamento fortemente critico di
Aristotele e della filosofia in generale, e Commandino mostra di concepire il rinascimento matematico come una profonda liforma d-el sap.i" . ristfutturazione della gerarchia 6a le varie discipline, dal Monte si limita a promuovere matematica e soprattutto meccanica con scopi molto pii limitati; obiettivi filosofici e critica anti-aristotelica rihrrgoro al di fuori della portata della sua azione. Queste osservazioni niostrano l'esistenza di una ampia gamma di posizioni nell'ambito
del reuiual archimedeo in Italia e della stessa scuola matematica urbinate: nonostante aicuni innegabili punti di contatto, i progetti cultura1i rintracciabili nelle opere di Commandino e dal Monte sono profondamente diversi.

1. INrnooucrroN
Historical categotizations help us to captule important features
age, a community or an individual, and guide us in the
advancement of our researches. New perceptions and data, however,
prove invariably richer than our schematizations and constitute a
.otrtutt challenge to the established understanding. \X/ithin the
Renaissance of mathemattcal studies in late sixteenth-century Italy,

of an
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the Marquis dal Monte's work pfesents features calling into question
our views about philosophy and the mathematical disciplines,
theoretical as well as pra.tical. A closer analysis of his contfibution
to and location within the Archimedean revival is long overdue.
The late Charles Schmitt has warned us against the uncritical
usage of terms like <Aristotelianism> for interpreters as diverse as

Ja.Jpo Zabarclla, Cesare Cremonini, and Andrea Cesalpino'
iik.wise, Paolo Galluzzi has emphasized the wide range- of

connotations linked to the notion of <Platonism>> for scholars such as
Francesco Barozzi, Jacopo Mazzoni, and Galileo.1 It is now time to
consider the humanist renaissance of mathematical studies, and the
Archimedean revival associated with it, as less of a coherent
movement than we have done thus far. \x/ithin its fold we can
identify a multiplicity of roots and aims which have to be spelt out if
we want to reaih a more satisfactoty understanding of its nature. A
theme occurring frequently in the sixteenth-century literature is the
intellectual fascination with the rigour and certainty of mathematics.
In addition to such abstract features, one often finds references to
utility of mathematics in fields as diverse as navigation
the practical
and the military art. An important factor in the rise of the
mathematical disciplines can be identified in the interest of

mathematical practitioners, and especially of military men, in
self-promotion: thus intellectual dignity of the discipline and social
dignity of its practitioners would be mutually suppoftive. Still a
different justifi-ation for the mathematical renaissance can be found
in the educational purposes of prominent intellectuals, such as

Philipp Melanchthon among the German Protestants and

Cristophorus Clavius among the Jesuits. The last aspect I wish to
mention in this brief survey is the growing dissatisfaction of Targer
numbers of scholars with the traditional organizatron of knowledge as
well as the hierarchy relations among disciplines. Although these
themes are clearly telated, in this paper I shall focus primarily on a
few topics related to the last of them.
The Archimedean revival is associated with the mathematization
of natufe in a form perceived by several sixteenth-century
mathematicians and philosophers as a challenge to orthodox
Aristotelianism and especially to the science of motion. At Turin the
1 C. B. Scnlrrrt, Aistotle and the Renaissance, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University
GtLtuzzr, <Il Platonismo nel tardo Cinquecento e la filosofia di Galileo>, in
P. Zananrrrr, ed., Ricerche sulla cultura dell'Italia rnodema, Bati, Latetza, 191), pp. )7 -79.
Press, 1981; P.
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court mathematician Giovanni Battista Benedetti in Diuersarum
speculationuru Liber used the Archimedean hydrostaric principle
against Aristotle's theory that speed of {a11, is proportio"rt
to *.igirt.
His earlier publication Demonsiratio proportioiurn Motuurn Localium
contra Aristotelem et ornnes philosophos leaves little doubt
as to his
targets. Benedetti's mathematization of the science of motion
tackled
a. number of philosophical issues invorving
the existen..-or ,n. ,.ia,
the notion of- levity, and, at least indire.ily, th. ;i;;i";;,
berween
substance and accident.2
There is a broader sense in which the renaissance of mathematics
and the inv-estigation of nature by means of the scientiae
rnediae
posed a challenge to the Aristoterian teaching.
In logic it is possible
ro trace an extensive debate on the status oT mathematical
demons*ations. In asffonomy the appearance of new
comets and of
the 7572 and L604 novae stiuck aiajor blow to rt. norio"
incorruptibility of the heavens. And, to b. ;;r;,^1il"'list of the
could
continue with such crucial issues as the cosmic ,ph.urul
associated
by many with Copernicanism.3
These observations revear the depth and range of the
ph;loroolrt.al implications related to rhe renaissance
of mathematical
The protagonists of this renaissance and even of th. srightry
:1^{f: movement associated with the
smarrer
Archimedean ,.ri'irrui
horvever, held widely different views on th.r.
-rtt.rs. ind..d, it
seems that besides their shared interest in the
-uth.-rti.ian from
S.vracuse and the importance of their o*"
Jir.ipti;;;;
can find
lirtle else in common among them. Th. M;;;;ir--iri M""re,
for
: on different oerceptions of Archimedes see w. R.
Larao, <Archimedes among the
82,illrl or. ozs-238.-ii;""a.riilri.a to provide
a mathematicar theorv of
resisrance to motion (see beltw)- A broad
al."rri"" ,f. pr"Uf#';i;.:,tj.;;r'ilriil:
KcrE*tcr. nGalileo and the problem Jc*ia.",rr,"foamar
"f ofthe Histoty of ldeas, 38, r,977,
Hurnanisrs,, Isis,

pp' 2ir')18, and \x/. A. !flrr-race, Gatiteo aai-his's_ou_r9qs, pr!nce;;
fuil;" University
Pres; rq8r. pp.38,242,2:q,zeo_ze1,iitiao,'ist,29t,)04-30i,i18-)L9,i3o-r),)39,

j

on rhe scientiae mediae see R. D. McKrnauarr,r,
<Aristotre,s subordinate sciencesr>,
Bitish Joun:at for tbe History."f Sry;r;,1:i: i;;;, Jr.,
pp. 1.97_220. p. L. Rosp, <Certitildo
Mathematicantm from Leonardo'r" cair."r,-aii'irt
s;rnposa Intemazionare di storia dega
Scienza, Firenze, Giunti Barber^., tgli, ,-a..'
C.-lal.."gri, pp. +1,_+i-.'-C,'t. 6reco"ru, nII
commextaium de certitud.ine *oti"*otiiii iiiiiirr*aiiatoru,jpi.Jlo-rrrirr,,, t lyrrr,
14' 1'e72, pp 162'te); <F11ncesc1 vuorri ,.-lu-firintto
d, ,iri;riiiiiiriii"irrirarum>>,

pp' 35i')71: ola riflessione meramatematic"

?i pi.tro

ib.,

c11r2^,"i[irii"'i;, tglr, pp.
178-196; Alb radici derk Riuoruzioo" stirrxlf;riLZ opr* di pietro Ciiiil
rapporti tra
mdtematica e lopica. pisa, Domus Galileiana.
iOSl
.,"C;rrJpp. Mol.to,
Mathematics andihe Arisrot.F;
padua in the second
Hari of the 16th
century>, in L. ouvrcn, (_q),
e S9ien1q.!Io.d.ema,2 vots., padova,
Antenore, i981, vol. I, pp. 509_:j1,7. O" tt.
nou* ,.. ,..tior, (4) below.

fl;.*y;i'ili.;..^;,
eiiyiLi,i"'irrrio

,t C*;;.;
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th.t promotion of the mathematical
example, was a leading figure
of Greek mathematics, and in.acting as
-Ho*.u.r,
iir.iofi".r, in the r.u"iuaf
he hardly ever criticized Aristotle
;;rfi;il"""g^Cri1.o.
teaching appeared to be contradicted bv
a-margtnal position
;;;; -uth.*uti.al findings. Though occupying
writings," Aristotle seems to have been more

'l

#;il;;il?hii;;"fh.r',
in dal Monte's

important than a citation index would suggest'
-in convincinglytow1-th
Guidobaldo', .orrr.rrutive attitudt-ttttgtt
the
comparison
also
,.rpli ,o ;-h; ;rJi;rbr g.".d. tti, and mathematicians,
Federico
iri["i .r the Urbino school 0f can be detected in the
C;;;rrdi"". oifi"*"t
-i; preoccupations malor works, especially
,;. of^ their
dedicatory letters
and paraphrasis,
Commandino,s 1558 and Dal Monte,s 1588 edition
fundamental
the
;;;;t;.iy, of Ar.hi-.d.r. Th. former defended
The
role of mathematic;-;:-;;;;."ndition for sound philosophizing'
akeady set and
latter seemed to conceive mathematics within a spac€
shared admiration
;;i*d 6 o*,rrd, philosophy. Thus.besides thethe
in
rigour,
ior--A..hi."d.r, the fascination with
.satisfaction
to
it-is
possible
;;;G ; brilliant demons*ation in u .orirrpt text,
the Urbino school.
il;r;;.",rin.ly different ptojects even wiihin
ffiite:;; ;"'d.niable common tracts, the Urbinothemathematicians
same project'
cannot be seen as a monolithic group promoting
of
classification
t
.rt..t
ih.
This observation calls into qu.ition
a
groups:
two
in
sixteenth-century ltahan scholars in mechanics
a
with
N"iifr..n group'i".i"Ji"g Ta*aglia, Benedetti, and Cardano'
and"the Urbino school of Commandino,
-"r" pir.ii.;'ori.niutioln;
classical
Jrf iuft*,., and Baldi, who were particularly interested. inantiquity'
Classical
,"irq"iiy ,rrJ i' the rigour of mathematics'
mechanics
h";;;;;, could serve difTerent purposes. If we consider
the
;;i,-;;;.-g;;.rully,-the *athematical disciplines in.relation to
classifications wo.uld
;;;;rf*-riior of #" -up of knowledge, otherfrom
my- perspectlve'
see,
to
going
seem more fitting. As we are
dal Monte,
with
than
Clavius
6"--r"airro hr.[*ore to sharJwitt
with
established
be
to
;J t" ;;;;ial other associations may have
or
motion
in
,.gJ lo ,p..ifi. problems, such as the interest
algebra.a
a In the introduction to S. Durn and I. E. Dn.l,nxru, Mechanic-s-in,76th-centutT luly,
pi.rr,'il_Ol,_n4.. re{eired to a Northern and a central
Madison, il.f".iri,y-.iWlr...r*
S**r:tt' -<<A fresh ttg\-{ mechanics in
Italian school. Lrt.. int..pr-.1"ttl ""i'Lir C'- B'.
161'175'
iiiig,t and phitosoph.t of science, 1, te10, pp. 1975;
iiiati'i,-ifi
-ih,
E.
Dtoz,
Geneve,
Mithinatics,
ol
p.
Rinaissance
Itolian
L. Rose,
esp. p. 168;

ia;;.il;'ir}v,,,

jiif'

iil
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In the second section I contrast Benedetti's, Commandino's and
dal Monte's aims underlying their respective views of the
Archimedean revival. After a brief survey of some of Benedetti's
n,orks,

I

focus on the two leading Urbino mathematicians. Attention

is paid to Commandino's dedicatory letters to Cardinal Ranuccio
Farnese in the 1558 edition of Archimedes, to Cardinal Alessandro
Farnese in the 7565 De Centro Grarsitatis, and Prolegomena in the
1172 Euclid, My tentative conclusion is that although Commandino
militantly engaged in

a philosophical battle, he conceived the
mathematics as part of a wide restructuring of the
map of knowledge and disciplinary hierarchies ,I attach particular
importance to Commandino's references to philosophical disputes
about motion and the void, and to the commentator and critic of
Aristotle Johannes Philoponus. The more limited and conservative
atritude of dal Monte can be reconstructed primarily from the
dedicatory letter to Francesco Maria II in the Mechanicorum Liber,
rhe preface to the 1588 In duos Aequeponderantiurn Libros
Pttftipht'asis, and the letter of the same year to the philosopher
Federico Bonaventura. The letter is reproduced in the Appendix.
Although a passage from it was quoted as a possible indication of the
aurl:or's Copernicanism, my reading of the entire document in
connecrion with the preface to Paraphrasis Archimedis rules out this
inrerpretation. s
The third section examines some aspects of dal Monte's views
about the science of machines, the distinction between equilibrium
and motion, and the issue of mathematical rigour versus the
contingency of matter. I consider the relationships with more
practice-oriented figures, such as the superintendent to the
iortifications of the Republic of Venice, Giulio Savorgnan, and the

\\'as nor

of

renaissance

pro,,,veditor to the Arsenal, Giacomo Contarini; the role of
Francesco Barocci's workshop of mathematical instruments at
Urbino; the observations on motion, inclined planes, and
marhematical rigour. It would be erroneous to label dal Monte on
G-rrrsr and

V. MoNrrsrlu, Le scienze a

Urbino nel tardo Rinascirnento, Urbino,

QuattroVenri, 1988, re{er to the Urbino school. On its social character see M. BucrolI,
pp.
"The social sratus of Italian mathematicians, 14r0-1600), History of Science, 27, 1.989,
41-9i. See also the useful E. Ga.uaa,, <Saggio bibliografico sul1'ambiente scientifico del
Ducato di Urbinor, StLtdia Oliueriana, 8-9, 1988-9, pp. )5-67.
5 It is unfortunate that so little is known about Commandino's education and views on
issues such as novae and comets, Copernicanism, motion, and the void. Hence a more
accurate evaluation of his position with respect to those of dal Monte and Clavius - though

highly desirable

-

is premature.

l-,;';;!iil{*W!{id*ffiffi
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the basis of his

general pronouncements and programmatic

statements without taking into account some aspects of this practice,
since in his experimental study of projectile motion, for example, the
Marquis departed significantly from Aristotelian teachings.
The fourth section is devoted to the debates on the location and
nature of the 1604 nova.I contrast dal Monte's views with those of
Galileo at Padua, Giovanni Antonio Magini at Bologna, Bartolomeo

Cristini at Turin, and especially Christophorus Clavius ar Rome.
Unlike his fellow mathematicians, the Marquis rejected a priori on
philosophical grounds the possibility that the heavens could be
corruptible. His conservatism on this issue constitutes indirect
evidence of his views about the far greater philosophical upheaval
associated with Copernicanism.
By setting dal Monte in the context of the mathematicians,
philosophers, and technicians in the Duchy of Urbino and in ltaly,I
hope to provide a richer and more problematic picrure of the
Archimedean revival in the late sixteenth century. A closer look at
the Marquis' works leads to a rethinking of intellectual and social
explanations alike.

2.

T:.gln ARcHrNrsonAN REVTvAL AND

rrs

usES

Niccold Tartaglia's 1,543 Latin edition of the first book of the
by Archimedes is traditionally seen hs an important
moment in the rise of a new way of conceiving motion. Although the
Archimede an ttact concerned equilibrium rather than motion, the
extension of those reasonings to the problem of falling bodies
Floatirug Bodies

appeared

to be f.airly direct to some sixteenth-century

of rartaglia's edition, his student
Giovanni Battista Benedetti tackled the problem of motion in a
fashior consciously opposed to the teachings of Aristotle.6 Although
Benedetti repeated his basic intuitions three times in different forms
between 1,553 and 1555, his reception does not seem ro have gone
mathematicians. \x/ithin a decade

o Dna.re . and DnasrrN Mechanics in sixteenth-centurl ltdb ,sit.
,
n. 4), pp. 22; M.
, Archinedes in the lvliddle Ages, vol. l, Philadenphia, American Philosophical

Cracrr,

Society, 1978, esp. pp. 530-607.
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beyond the immediate circle of his little known friends'7 In the
Risolutio and the two versions of the Demonstratio Benedetti
attacked Aristotle, all his commentatofs, as well as philosophers-in
general. In the first version of the Demonsttatio he claimed that his
6*r, ,.rroring was based on <(a mathematical demonstration, not
Aristotelian blathering>. His specific ctiticisms focused on the theory
oi iaii"g bodies. Ariitotle beiieved that velocity of fall is inversely
proporti;nal to the density of the medium. Hence in a void, where
i""tiry is nil, the velocity would be infinite. This absurd conclusion
would show that the existence of the void must be rejected.
Benedetti objected that the effect of resistance must be subtacted
from the rp..d in the void: the crux in Aristotle's reasoning wa: the
erroneous relation between density and speed leading to infinite
velocities, not in the existence of the void. Further Benedetti
criticized the theory that speed is proportional to weight and the
idea that rectilinear motion cannot be compared to a curved one.
Interestingly, in the second version of the Demonsttatio and later in
Speculatioir, *. find a mathematical theory_ of resistance to motion
brr.d on the surface of alalling body. In addition,large portions of
the Speculationes are devoted to a critLcal examination of the
seems to
Quaeitiones Mecbanicae. In the Duchy of Urbino Benedetti
I-ruv. been little known, although his work on gnomonics was
referred to by Bernardino Baldi, and Alessandro Giorgi mentioned
rhe Speculationes in his ltahan translation of Hero' The Speculationes
u,ere'also known to the philosopher Jacopo Mazzoni at Pisa, whose
Praeludia discussed them approvingly while miticizing Aristotle for
having paid insufficient attintion to mathematics. Another reader of
Be.,"i"iti was the <<consultore>> of the Republic of Venice and
polymath Paolo Sarpi, who referred to the Speculationes on falling

ii
i

.,'.1

iI

,i
j,

i G. B. BaNsoeflrr, Resolutio omnium Euctidis problematum, _venice, apud
Bartholomaeum Caesanum, 755); Demonstlatio Proportiolturn ltlottttttn- localian contra
r\istotekm et onltes philosophos, Venice, [apud Bartholomaeum Caesanum], 1554;
Dentonstratio etc., Venice, [apui Battholomr.,r. C".ra.r".], 1lr1 Idibus Februarli= 1555;
reprinted in C. M.tccecNr, LZ speculazioni giooanili <De Motu>> di Giooanni Battista Benedetti,
Pisr. Domus Gali.leiana, igel .'C. MaccecNr, <Contributi alla bio-bibiiogrufia -di Giovanni
Barrista Benedetti>, Physis, 9, 1967, pp. )39-)64; the best _biography is G. Bonorca,
Giouorri Battista beneieti

(io"

,rr,' ig^giornu-ento bibliogra{ico ragionato

di

Pasqlale

yenrrice), Venezia, Istituto Veneto di Sclenze, Lettere e Arti, 1985. _I_ am setting aside here
Taisner's plagiarism of the 1554 Denonstuatio, io De Natura Magretis,.. Dernonstratio
Jean
'proportionum
*Ltu"u* localium, contra Aristotelem et alios philosopbos, Cologne, apud Ioannem
'Bi..k1n".rnug11,
1562, which appears to have circulated especially outside Italy- Culturu,
sciexze e tecniche nelb Venezia'iel Cinquecento. Atti del convegno internazionale di studi su
Giovanni Battista Benedetti e il suo tempo, Venezia, Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed

Arti,1987.
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t0

in his miscellaneous Pensieri.s Both Mazzom and Sarpi were
against
;h;iy associated with Galileo, whose_usage of-Archimedesfrom
the
cafeer
his
in
theme
maior
a
the peripatetics constitutes

bodies

-

L590 De Motu.

was the
mathematical
most consequent and explicit critic of Aristotle from a
siandpoint.' By contra'st, Federico -Commandino's austere and
,.hol"rly editions contain frusftatingly little commentary, besides

In the second half o{ the sixteenth century Benedetti

and technical elucidations, illustrating,fr.
;;;il;t'philological
^g.r.rri
ui-, and ideas. The reader interested in the
;di;;1t "of
Copernicanism, for example, will -look in vain in the
,...priot
the
;;;;;"trty to Archimedes, De A"na' Nurnero, where
f..ii".."rri. th.o.y of Aristarchus is referred to. Likewise, Hero of

Alexandria's defence of the existence of the void in the Spiritalia rs
not discussed by Commandino.e
p.1pii. this restrained attitude in the commentaries towards
taking sides in current debates, some of the dedicatory letters
.orrrrln important information about mathematics and its location on
;;; ;p;i knowledge. one o{ the most common themes in several
writers of the time ii the emphasis on the certainty of mathematics'
According to Bernardino Baldi's biography, commandino devoted
8 G. B. BeNeoErn, Diuersarurn speculationum liber , Torlno, apud Haeredem Nicolai
(cit. n. 4), pp. 179-223.
Bevilacquae, 1585, esp. pp. L5L-L96; Dn,ffis andDranxrN, Mechanics
dir.urred by C. M.rccAcNI, <Contra.Aristotelem et
t'" Domenico irl*'no, on p.
(cit. n. 3),
O;;;r-phii;r;phos>, in L. b.ruien, (ed.), Aristotelisruo Veneto e Scienza Moderna
interpretets.is
his
on
and
ideas
Aristotle's
on
. A *or. sophisticated view
;"i.-r, pp.
lwashington D. c., The catholic
in ]. A.'V/urr"u*r, Nature aii uotio, in the Middte,Ages,
6'
chaprer
1985,
Press,
of
America
University
de" Mater,tatici, Urbino, L707, p.. 140. Baldi refers only_ to 9. .B:
BrNeonrrr, De gnomonum untbraramque solaiarn. rsu iib"r, {urin, apud haeredes Nicolai
S.rilro"r., 157i. A. Groncr, Spiritati di Hrrorc Alessandrino, Urbino, Barrholomeo e Simone
Benedetti discussed in the
p. i+r.-ciiisr m.ntion.s a <<lucerna,, devised
passages
concerning motion
the
pp.
225-227;
Barbaro,
Fr*..r.o
to
a letter
ig.or.d. Ci,orgi, how.,rer, irrci,ried in the ptefa-e an account of Aristotle's
"r. uJid. i. Mazz51u, In uniu,ersan Platonis et Aristotelis Pbilosopiam Prueludia,
rf,.
Pu11eq, <<Jacopo .Mazzoni and
15e7, pp. 187{f.;
t972, p;p.27)-294. L. Sbsro, <<I Pensieri di Paolo Sarpi sul Moto>>, Studi
G;1i1;, 'ihys1,

ila

i.it..

itt\zl

-'-'it.-'ii^;;i- irino*

Ril;I-i;br,
iilrr-t"rirrtii
;il;il ;;il
t.l..ii"" .i
Vfi:,;;'^!ii'i";;;;
tl,

Iy

C".'iti"-,

F

)L5492, esp. pp. 3)0-)54.
e F. couuaNotNo, Archimedis opera Nonnulla, venice, apud Paulum-Manutium, Aldi

Veneziani, 13, 1971, pp.
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himself to mathematics after his wife's death, as a psychological
anchor of certainty in the turbulence of human af{ahs. These
personal events may be pafiially responsible for his avoidance of

debatable points: Commandino

liked the definitive

and
unquestionable character of a demonstration rather than the
tentative and approximate nature of other forms of knowledge. One
can still detect the feeling of deep satisfaction in his announcements
of having restored a complete treatise with all its demonsrations
from a corrupt and lacunal text.lo
The dedicatory letter to Cardinal Ranuccio Farnese in Atchimedis
Opera l'lonnulla contains some passages stressing the certainty of
marhematics in contrast to the merely probable character of other
disciplines. Commandino's style and notions - not thought the praise
of mathematics - are typically Ciceronian:11
Mathematical disciplines not only attain understanding by themselves of
rhat rvhich pertains to them, but they even throw a very clear light on the

orher disciplines, thus rendering them much more accessible to our
knog,iedge. In fact considering natural philosophy12 (since we begin chiefly
from it) we find that even its smallest domains arc af.fected by innumerable

diificulties; to find something which is most likely corect has to be
declared the outcome of an extaordinary mind and of immense fortune.
There was disagreement between not minor philosophers, but between the
fathers of philosophy itself, Plato and Aristotle, even whether the world

r0 The {undamental modern text on Commandino superseding all previous works is P.
Renaissance of Mathematics (cit. n. 4), ch. 9. See also B. Beror, <Vita di
Federico Commandino>>, Giomale de' Letterati d'Italia, 19, L71.4, pp. 140-185. P. D.
NreoriuNr, <Maurolico e Comrnandino>, in P. Na.srasr (ed.), il Meridione e le scienze,
Palermo, Istituto Gramsci Siciliano e Universitir di Palermo; Napoli, Istituto Italiano per gli
Srudi Filosofici, 1988, pp. 281-)16.
1r Commandino, Archinedis Opera (cit, n. 9), dedicatory letter o{ tf. ), not numbered,
i. 1r": <fMathematicae disciplinae] non solum per seipsas, id, quod spectant, assequuntut;
verum eti.am reliquis scientiis clarissimam lucem afferentes, ut earum multo faciliorem
cognitionem capiamus, efficiunt. Si enim in naturae obscuritatem (ut ab ea potissimum
ordiamur) intuebimur: ne minimam quidem partem reperiemus, non sexcentis obstructam
diificultatibus; in qua quid verisimillimum sit, invenite, non mediocris ingenii, et summae
ieliciraris esse indicandum est. Mundus ipse uttum nunquam non fuerit, an aliquando genitus
sir, inrer non minorum gentium philosophos, sed philosophiae ipsius parentes Platonem, et
Aristotelem summa {uit dissentio. De principiis autem rerum, e quibus omnia oriuntur,
quando tres, aut ad summum quatuor philosophi, qui eadem sentirent, inventi sunt? Nam de
motu, de inani, de tempore, de elementis ipsis, et eorum natuta, variae, atque inter se
dissidenres philosophorum sententiae facile ostendunt, physiologiam quibusdam potius
coniecturis, quam firmissimis argumentationibus niti; optimeque nobiscum agi, si, quid in ea
maxime probabile sit, intelligamus.>

L. Rosp, The ltalian

12

CrceRo, De Oratore,

I, 68: <Phi-losophia in tris partis est ributa, in

obscuritatem, in disserendi subtilitatem, in vitam atque moresl>.
Commandino refers to <<ratio disserendi>>.

naturae

In the foiiowing quotation
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always existed or was created at some time. Regarding the principles
whence everything originates, when vrere found three or at most four
philosophers

in

agreement among themselves?13 For on motion, the void,

it is easy to exhibit several
discordant opinions of philosophers. Natural science relies on some kind of
con;'ectures rather than on firm argumentations; and we act best if we
understand what is most probable in it.
time, the very elements and their nature,

This passionate defence of mathematics contains a valuable picture
of the relations and hierarchy among disciplines. The reference to
motion and the void are of particular concern to us here: can we
identify whom Commandino had in mind? Benedetti is certainly a
possibility: his Resolatio on Euclid seems to have appeared in Venice
at the same time when Commandino was there with his Cardinal
Ranuccio Farnese. Further, Benedetti took service at Parma as lector
of mathematics to the Duke at the same time when Commandino's
edition of Archimedes was being published: the Duke of Parma and
Piacenza was Ottavio Farnese, brother of Commandino's patron.
Moreover, the Urbino mathematician knew Benedetti's teacher
Tartaglia, who mentioned their conversations in the dedicatory letter
to the second part of the 1,556 General Trattato dei pesi e delle misure.
Tartaglia himself in La Traoagliata Inuentione referred to a new
theory of fall different from that proposed by Aristotle.ra
However, the passage above suggests that Commandino had
some philosopher in mind, rather than mathematicians. My
conjecture is that among his sources was one of the most radical early
critics of Aristotle, Johannes Philoponus, active in Alexandria in the
sixth century. His impact on sixteenth-century narural philosophy
and Galileo - who mentioned him in the 1590 De Motu - hrs bien
recently underlined by Charles Schmitt. Philoponus wrore extensive
commentaries on several treatises by Aristotle. \X/ith regard to the
issues under consideration, he attacked several propositions ranging
from projectile motion to the alleged impossibility of motion in a
vacuum. Philoponus' commentaries to Aristotle are referred to by
Commandino in his Euclid edition. Although this edition appeared
13

Crcrno, Acadenicae Quaestiones,II, Lacallus, )6, 1,17: <<Tanrum de principiis rerum,

e quibus omnia constant, videamus quem probet; est enim inter magnos homin.,

summa

dissensio>.

^ 1o ry. Tanracrra, La seconda Paxe d.el General Trattato di Numeri, et Misure, Venezia,
Curzio Troiano, 1556, dedicatory letter dated 3 April 1116. N. Tenracrre, La Trauagliati
Inuentione, Venice, curzio Troiano, 1551, unpaginated dedicatory letter, transl. in Crader:r,
Archinedes (cit. n. 6), pp. 57)-575.
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several years later, in 1572, it is likely that Commandino was
famlliar with Philoponus' work from his stay at Padua, where he
studied philosophy and medicine for several years about 1,540.
Indeed, also the other issues mentioned by Commandino, namely
whether the world had always exisred, rime, and the nature of the
elements, had come under the scrutiny of Philoponus.ls
In the 1558 dedicatory letter to Ranuccio Farnese, Commandino
forcefully emphasized the <dignitas> and privileged status of
mathematics over the other two disciplines constituting theoretical
philosophy, namely natural science and metaphysics. This status
would descend not from the subject matter, as from the method of
demonstration.l6 He then went on to stress the role of mathematics
prior to other inquiries:17
\Vhat about Aristotle, whom philosophers of our age always hold in
their hands? \X/hat did that excellent man write on logic or natural
philosophy, that a stranger in the mathematical disciplinei will dare to

in my opinion no one will profess philosophy rightly,
before having studied and laboured very much indeed in these-most nobie
arts. I see that Galen, prince of the doctors, did not think differently in
that tract entitled Philosophus.ts
engage in? Wherefore

Euclid.is Elementorum Libi XV, pesaro, apud Camillum
*Francischinum,
'l l, Coru^.raNnrno,
1572; the initial pages are not numbered and include'the'pioitegium, ff.
1:i !r.t dedicatory letter to the Duke o{ Urbino, ff. 2r*-)r*; prolegonena, f{." )ai-7ro
(Philoponus is meniioned on f. 6r*;. See also the Italian translation with"the collaboration
of
commandino's son in law verpnro
_sneccrolr, De gli Elementi d'Euctide Libi euindici,
Urbino, Domenico Frisolino, 157r, f. 6r.* C. B. Scnurr.r, <philoponus, Commentary on

Aristotle's Physica in the sixteenth century)>, R. Sonlnyr (ed.), phitoponus and tbe Rejection
of Aristotelia.n Science, Iondon, Du,ckwoith, 1987, pp. 210-230.'The useful api."al"
contains a list of 16th-century editions of, Philopbnus.. see also R. soneryr,'<<John
Philoponus>, ih.-, pp, 1-40, esp.'pp. 6-14 (on the creaiion of the universe
""J -oiioniu"J
24-26 (on the fifth element). M. \{/orrr, <Philoponus and the Rise o{ Preclassical
Dynamics>,
1b., pp. 84-120.

other relevanr commentators include Avempace, St. Thomar,
o""J
Galileo see moreover Drake and Drabkin, Mecianiis (cit. n. 4), p.""alln"
3g6. See also
\TrrsuernL, Nature and Motion in tbe Middle Ages (cit. n. 8) ch. 6.
16 corrr'lqrunrNo, Archirnedts
opera, {. 1a*: <<cum igitur e ribus scientiis, quae vere
scientiae appellantur., et physiologia, et prima philosophia in probabilitate versentur, resrant
mathematrcae disciplinae, quae non tam subjecta materja, quam certarum argomentationum,
quas in medium afferunt, djgnitate, teliquis scientiis iure optime antecel1unt."> See P. Dran,
Myrs.elne and the Leam,ine^,rf t!, Schooh,Ithaca, Cornell Univetsity press, 19gg, pp. )g_39 toi
a c'rlef compaflson wtth Llavlus.
17 couuaNowo, Archimedis
opera, f. 1u;*: <euid Aristoteles? euem nostrae memoriae
. ..
philosophi
lunquam non in manibus habent. Nuri quae vir ille surimu", u.l i, disserendi
ratione, vel in naturae obscuritate scripsit, hospes- in mathematicis disciplinis attingere
audebit? Quare mea sententia nemo. vere philosophari poterit, nisi ideri
frius in"his
nobilissimis a-rtibus plurimum studii, plurimumque ojerae posrrerit. N.c aliter sinsisse video
Galenum medicorum principem in eo libello, qui philosophus inscribitur.>>
18 GarEN, Omnia quae extant in Latinuru
Sernoneru conue$a, Venice, ex tertia Iuntarum
Scotus.
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Despite the reference to Aristotle as rsir sil.lnlilLts, commandino
logic and natural
;;iil-r here the precedence of mathematics overkey
to knowledge,
the
are
;-ffir"ph;,- th. *uth. matical disciplinesproceeds to explain
in the
it.or.ii.ut as well as practical, ui he
letter.
^-- le
A few years later, in a dedicatory letter to Ranuccio's brother,
the influeniial Cafiinal Alessandro Farnese, Commandino presents a
,iigfr,fv different picture of the map of knowledge' This time the
i, o, ,h" interdependenie of the theoretical parts of
""ipfrJrr,
pt iior"phv and to the relevance of natural science and metaphysics
io th. solution of mathematical problems:20
only to
I hoped that my work would 19t be disagreable lotphilosophy,
natural
in
delight
find
*urh.*uii.ians, but uiro to those who

probl.m, most worthy of investigation pertaining to both sciences
to be
sussest ih.-r"lr., to the r.ad.rs. And this should not be considered
to
certain
su.ited
all-parts
body
human
the
in
,i'7ii ,,ru"ge. In fact
divine order, and
i;r.;L;;.J related and connected among themselves bytbt
Greeks call
which
iht*,
among
hri-o.,y
;il; ;;;.rdinary
ougr..*.rtr, shines out. Likewise any one of the three philosophies (to use
Ar';;;;1.,; word) exclusively concerned with the truth, although they are
g"".t".aty th.it ow, uimr, by itself is,somewhat impetfect and- cannot be
difficult
fui; ;;.r:tood without the others. Moreover, many extremelybefore
the
disentangled
pl"fr.,,,. math.maticians could in no way be
"i
explanation of this matter.
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esse

re It mav worrh recalling here the debate on mathematics and syllogistic expiored by
c-o--u"dino,s interest in instruments, documented by Rosn,
Giacobbe [i;. ;. ,j,
""J
in
Italian Ren-aissance (cit. n. 4), esp. p. 204. N. Ja,nnrNr, <Epistemology.of the sciences>,
-S;;;r;
il i*^*u* (rdt..i,' Tie iarubridge History of Reiaissance Philosophy, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1988, pp. 685-711'
20 F. Coul,rlNorNo, Liber d,e Centro Gruoitatis Solidoran, Bolo_gna, ex officina Alexandri
non
Benacii, i:e:, a}i.^,oiy letter, I not numbered fol-ii, f 2ro: -<<Quem meum labotem
naturae obscuritate delectantur, non iniucundam
-",fr."i"ti.i5oirm, u.r1r^ iis etiam, qui
fore soeravi: multa enim ztpoBlripeta cognirione dignissima, quae -ad utr.amque scientiam
debet. Ut enim in
;;;i".;i ;;;. i.g."tiurt obtulissent. Ne-que id ulli mirandum videri
divino quodam
nascuntur,
quaedam
officia
quibus
certa
e*
omnia
.o.porib,-,, nostrif
-;;b;",
;;;i;;-l*.;;e implicata, et colligara sunt: in iisque_ admirabilis illa..conspiratio, quam

ii_a res i11ae Philosophiae (ut Aristotelis veibo utar) quae
,oJrr,,
"ir..r.it,
habent, licet quibusdam quasi finibus suis regantur: tamen earum
propositam
imperfecta est: neque altera sine alterius auxilio plane
unaquaeque per se rpsam
Complrres prr.r.r.^ mathematiiorum nodi ante hac explicatu

;il;;;;;r..i

*,.'rirut.- lolam

."'rni..frl"ii

-p"*ti.
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mathematics in relation ro other disciplines, and especially to
philosophy, leads to some tentative conclusions. Despite his caution
in the commentaries of his austere and authoritative editions, the
Urbino mathematician consciously challenged a system of knowledge
in which mathematics u/as not placed at least at the same level as
other disciplines. one can detect a shift of emphasis from 155g,
when mathematics is given pride of place, to 1565, when the
interdependence among disciplines becomes the central theme. The
situation in the universities was probably one of his concerns, as he
complained in the dedicatory lerter to the 1572 Euclid.21 However,
commandino did not like to engage in the battle in a fashion similar
to that of the copernican Benedetti. From my reading he appears to
have held positions similar ro rhose later endorsed by clavius. In a
passage from the Modus quo disciplinae mathematicae in scholis
societatis
p.rornooeri, o{ the 1580s, for example, the
_possent
Jesuit
stated: <It is useful that the pupils should undersiand thai [the
mathematical disciplinesl ate useful and necessary for rightly
understanding the rest of philosophy>.22 Although Commandino',
texts were- certainly well known to clavius, I am not suggesting here
that the urbino marhematician was his only or principal'rorrr...r, In
addition, it is conceivable that the analogi.t in ih.i, ui"*, may have
2r
. cour,,laNorNo, Euclidis Libri
exclusum est. gymnasiis nobile hoc,
mentioning that

in

the

(cit. n..15),

f.

2ro:

<<Ex,trat

iam, publicisque fere

et pulcherrimum matheseos .t"di,r"i.o It is

Prclegom_ena,

[.

3u*, commandino placed mathematics

.,vorth

in

an

intermediate position as regards nobiiity between natural and odivineo r.i."... a different
and in my view untenable - interpreta4on of commandino is in E. I. Rel,asiirr, ,,John
Dee
and Federico Commandino: An Engtsh and an Italian Interpretarion ;a E;1ij alrra!
trr.
Renaissance>>, Rioista di Storia della Fitosofia, 44, 19g9, pp. 2ti-241 .
22 Mon-uyelttq paedagogica
Societatis Jesa quae primam Rationem Studiorum anno 1.5g6
praecessere' Madrid, 1901, quoted and transl. in-A.
C. cnounrt, <Marhematics and platonism
riTj:..n,h-century.Italian Universities>, y. Ma.ryava and \X/. G. Sarrzrn (eds.),
T,,h..
t'ftsmata, wresbaden, steiner, L977, pp.6)-94, on pp. 65-66; p. De,rn, <<Jesuit mathematicai
science and the reconstitution of experienc. in the .u.ry s.uente.nri, i.ntrry,r,
studies i?l
Hist.ory and.Philosopby.of Science, 18,'.7987, pp. 8)-175. 'p._ Dran, Urorlnoi (iit.'n
16), pp.
44-46. Further material relevant to this tentative thesis can be found in C. Ciivlus,
nrltiii,
Elementoftlm Libri xv, Rome: apud vincentium Accortum, t>lc, i;t;g"n ii"1p^g.,
n,
numbered), 9lp. the section oNotilitas atque praesrantia ,.i.*iurl^r,F. A.
C;;;;;;;,, Archiuium
I19yo1,^, "christopher Clavius and the'Re'naissanc. of Eucrid.^n^"1r,.-rr;i*"m>.
tTtslortcufti
Societatis lesu.
1983,_pp. D3-246. A general background on'the following
.52,
discussion is in \(. A. \i7a.race, b)htr" ini ii ,ourrr, (cit. n. 2), pp.
157_165; W. A.
wa*acr, <Traditional Natural philosophy>, in c. B. S*rurrr
(.dr.l, %,
""aQ.'S*r**io
(ynbyidse History of Renaissance .phitos_ipiy icit. n. 1e), pp. 2ot_2t; . F. R;.;i;l FtUsii; e le
Macchine.
15 50-1700,

Milano, Feltrinelli, 1962.

.E. KNonrocH, <Christoph clavius. Ein Namen- und Schriftenverzeichnis zu seinen
^ " Mathetnatica>,
opera.
Bollettino'di storia di scienze lt[atematiche, 10: 199i,^';p. B5-L89,
contains an useful index of clavius' opera. rt this regard probubly'ri"rr..r#
Mu,1roly.o
deserves closer scrutiny.
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from different concerns; they may

involve
psychological factors, Jesuit educational policies, intellectual reform
plans, and social motivations. If my interpretation is correct, within
the movement associated with the Archimedean revival,
Commandino would occupy a distant position from that of his pupil
Guidobaldo dal Monte.
In Mechanicorurn Liber and Arcbirned.is Paraphrasis dal Monte
presented himself as a scholar in mechanics rather than as a pure
mathematician. This difference with respect to Commandino allowed
the Marquis to find in Aristotle a source and a <<noble ancestor)>,
since the Quaestiones Mechanicae were then attributed to the
Philosopher and constituted the most ancient surviving tract on the
subject.2a Guidobaldo exploited this ploy repeatedly. Although
Archimedes is the unchallenged prince of mechanicians, Aristotle is
by no means criticized, as the following passage from the dedicatory
letter to Francesco Maia II in Mecbanicorurn Liber shows:zs

Let us rather follow Aristotle, the leader of the philosophers, whose
burning love for mechanics is sufficiently proved by the very acute
Questions of Mechanics which he gave to posterity, In this achievement he
greatly surpassed Plato.

Here dal Monte's concern was to rebuke those who

despised

mechanics. Among them he included Plato, who wanted to guard
<<the secret misteries of philosophy> without divulging them through
mechanics. In Archiruedis Parapbrasis Guidobaldo attempted a
reconciliation between Aristotle and Archimedes:26
2a The
Quaestiones Mechanicae are now attributed to the immediate circle of Aristotle.
M. Nussbaum, (ed.), G. E. L. OvsN, Logic, Science, andDialectic,Ithaca, CornellUniversity
Press, 1986, ch. 18, <Aristotelian Mechanics>. P. L. Rose and S. Dnl.rc, <The
Pseudo-Aristotelian Questions of Mechanics in Renaissance Culture>, Studies in the
Renaissance, 17, 197L, pp. 65-L04. Aristotle ieft no signi{icant work on mathematics.
However see T. Hnatr, Mathetnatis in Aristotle, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1979. On
the disciplinary difference between Commandino and dal Monte see Mechanicotam Liber,

dedicatory letter, transl, in DnarB and Dnanxnv, Mechanics in Sixteentb-Century Italy (cit. n.
4), _p. 245: <And yet_ in his endless concern with the elucidation of other parts of
mathematics, [Commandino] either left mechanics completely untreated or touched on it just
casually.> rW. R. Larno, <<The scope of Renaissance mechanics>, Oslrls, Second Series, vol. 2,
1986, pp, 43-68.
2s G. oer Moute, Mecbanicorum Liber, Pesarc, apud Hieronymum Concordiam, 1577,
dedicatory letter; I have slightly amended the ransl. in S. Dnaxe and I. E. Dn.r.nrrN,
Mechanics in Sixteenth-Century ltab @|t. n. 4), p. 2$.

26 G. oer Molrtp, In duos Aequeponderuntium Libros Paraphrasis, Pesaro, apud
Hieronymum Concordiam, 1588, p. 4, transl by P. L. Rosr, TEe halian Renaissanci of
Mathernatics (cit. n. 4), p.84.
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At the beginning of the Mechanica Aristotle

publishes

-Pany

things

highly ,r...rrulry foi the understandinc 9f mechanics. Following him,
Ar".himed.s .ui" -or. explicit and plain the principles of mechanics. Nor
the causes of
does Aristotle stand diminished by this, for he explained well

the problems that he discussed... That Archimedes seems to have followed
Arisiotle is clear not only for the reasons already stated, but also because if
we consider the postulates of Archimedes, we will find that Archimedes put
them in the place of those mechanical principles expounded by Aristotle.

My concern here is not to examine the accuracy of Guidobaldo's
asiociation of the Quaestiones, where considerations on motion recur
often, with the stiictly statical Archimedean appfoach. Rather, I
wish to emphasize how mechanics allowed dal Monte to adopt a

strategy not available to the pure mathematician Commandino. Even
takinj-this disciplinary asymme6y into account, however, one finds
in dai Monte other passages suggesting a reverence for Aristotle and
an attitude toward; the relationships between mathematics and
philosophy in contrast with those of Commandino. In Paraphrasis
Archimbdis, for example, the Marquis endorsed a disciplinary
division of competences, itself an Aristotelian element:27

of mathematics and philosophy agree on this, because when
they treat topics relating to philosophy, they extol Aristotle with praise.
Bui those who aim to discuss mathematics immediately raise the praise of
Professors

Archimedes.

In this passage dal Monte adopts a different tone from that which
we find in Commandino's dedicatory letters to De centlo grauitatis
to the 1558 edition of Archimedes. These works, it is
and especially
-emphasizing,
were addressed to very similar audiences and
worth
genres. In dal Monte one can detect an
literary
belong to the same
underlying Aristotelian orthodoxy which is not challenged by
mathematics. Before seeing in a dramatic way the tesults of this
attitude in the study of the reception of the 1604 nova, it is useful to
discuss here his 1588 letter to the Urbino philosopher Federico
Bonaventura.
Bonaventura was active at the Urbino court as philosopher and
diplomat. His interests were broadly speaking philological and his
works reveal a remarkable display of erudition' The occasion of the
27 G. og MoNg, Paraphrasis Archinedis (cit. n. 26), p. 5, transl. in P. L. Rosr, Tle
Italian Renaissance of Mathematics (clt. n. 4), p. D5.
2
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correspondence with dal Monte seems to have
also by his
Bonaventuru', i.rt...rt- in tides, an interest testified

Vincenzo Pinelli at
;;;;;;;a;t.. ,ith tl,. bibtiophile Giancriticism
of Andrea
Guidobaldo's letter ctntrins a
il;;?
earth; the
the
C.rutpirro', theory thur tid.t are due to the motion of
of
same motion *o"tJ U. responsible for the phenomenon
;;;Ordr-,a"-*nilf. *r, .o--only at6ibuted to the heavens. This
contains a {amous line
i;;;r, whlch i, ,.proJrr.ed in the Appendix,the
move. A
i, *-fri.f, Cridobaido .rrdo.r", the idea that earthbedoes
to the
paid
satisfactory irrt.rptltrtiot ,.q"irt' that attention
the
publish
to
;;i.;;;Jrg.. th. Murq,,i. is exhorting Bonaventura
the occasion for
ii;; ;; bJot, of his ,*rk, which *o,rld provide
the criticism of
to
relation
in
Guidobaldo ,o qr*- it - probably
Cesalpino

- for th. following reason:2e

of Aristotle.

have a whim that the earth does move, and. this be-cause
rhe) one ought
But these are matters about which (as you know better than
out without
them
;" ;hi"k;;;.ruuy ur*.-p"uiirr,ing, and I would not let
ir;"G in advance the .onsent of the best philosophers'

I

to
Although dal Monte was writin g t9 a philosopher sympathetic
and may irr. b".r, oveipolite, th. diff.r.l.. il tone with
arirr"ii.
-C.*-r"airo
u.ri .rp.ciully Benedetti is very noticeable. Indeed,
that
JCt. the conrid.rations on the addressee' IThebelieve
hierarchical
Guidobaldo', ,tu,....ris can be taken at face value.
;;.; ;i Jisciplines, or at least the. principle of non-interference
discussed
U.i*..r, them, is i, ugr..-.nt with othir staiements o{ his were
the
who
wonder
may
il ;il .rruy. At ilrit point one
to
two
research
my
restrict
pf-rif.r"pf-r.ir'Cuidobaldo hud in mind: I
nu-.r.'orre was Bonaventufa himself, as Guidobaldo stated below in
,fr. rl-. letter. The other, more interesting figure, was Jacopo
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Mazzoni, who was

l9

to be invoked by

dat Monte

in

1604 in

connection with the nova.
. . Ih" specific theory .about the motion of the earth endorsed by
dal Monte can be identified from the reference to Aristotle and from
s9m.e ma-nuscripts annotations recently published. In the preface
to
Archimedis Paraphrasis, significantly dating from the ,u-. y:.u, as the
letter, Guidobaldo mention, the centre of the earth and of the
uriverse referring to De Caelo. In the relevant passage Aristotle
claims that the centre of the earth coincides with ih. .Ert.. of the
universe, and that heavy bodies tend to the cenffe of the universe;
thus it is only somewhar incidentally that they also tend to the
centre of the earth, since the two cenffes coincide. It is easy from
these premisses ro.infer that the displacement of a weight tn th.
surface of the earth would change iti centre o{ gravity;'hence the
earth would move in order for its centre of gravitf to .oir.id. ,gri,
with the centre of the universe. This inflrer.. i, not drrwri in
A;rchi1zgd1s Paraphrasis, but can be found in a manuscript
freserved at
Bihliothtsque Nationale, paris.3. Similar theories' wer. put
1h.
forward by a host of scholars ranging from
John Buridan and Albert
of Saxony in the fourteenth ..nti.y] to paJlo Sarpl.rr Guidobaldo,s
views about the motion of the earth are emblemaiic of his attitude:
Aristotle and Archimedes are brought together and .omplement each
other.
which conclusions can be drawn from this survey of three
protagonists of the Archimedean revival? First, besides
tireir shared
admiration for Archimedes, it is p_ossibre to ia."iiiy;;ia. range
of
attitudes to the restoration of breek mathematics. Despite Iheir
lfg,urtiel gestalt>, Benedetti was militantly engaged against the
phrlosophers; commandino saw mathematic,
u, , irrrciai factor in
reshaping of the map of knowredge and oi Jisciprinary
llr
hierarchies; dal
Monte
priferred ro emphasize the Jiuirion of
competences between disciplines, so that his mathematics
would not
challenge unduly other fielis, especially philosophy. il i,
also useful
to compare their attitudes to the medievat radition associated with

Jordanus Nemorarius
30

and to Tartagria. The l,rurq"i,

G. oar MoNrE. Arcbim-edh paruphrasis (cit. n.26),p.

and.,

Anrsrorr.,De

Caelo,II, 14.
The manuscript is G. oar MoNre, 'Mrditoiiuncike.ir'-rroo,
ioitriiiiar-,
Nationale, Paris, Fonds Lxin 10246, f. :+', pririri-,.J uy r--Ci-"i,'"i:;3;;;, Bibliothaqr.
, (Jrbino ner
1_1.

Tardo Rinascimento (cit. n. 4), p. ftq.
3t
Hermann, 195g,
, ^ .P.. !u-ney, Le systene du Monde,paris,
<I Pensiei
di Paolo Sarpi> (cit. n. 8), p. jS+,
+gq.

;ij.nri;,

vol. 9, chapter 1g. L. Sosro,
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dismissive of these <<lower
surprisingly, Benedetti were highly
seems to have held
however,
,nuih.rrru"titi^rrr. Commandino,
his strongel interests
of
a
consequence
different views, probably as
he published Iordani
1558
in disciplines other than mechanics. In
itoi;rpi*rium (yentce: Aldus), and we have already seen that he
k;;;' T,.,aglia' personally; Commandino also urged his friend
Torn.rro tlo.rrrdi to contact the Brescia mathematician for a
oroblem involvins the cubed root of a binomial' Further,

'commandirro *ur'highly interested in non-Greek mathematics, as
one can evince fto--hit projects of publishing works by Leonardo
Fibonacci, Luca Pacioli, and appreciation of the Bologna algebraist
Rafael Bombelli.32 Justificatioti for these different views cannot be
easily ascribed to a single factor, either social or intellectual. A
,....r, work has trieJ to characterise the Urbino school as
<<conservative)> as a result of the high social status of its members.
Although this interpretation may be plausible in the case of dal
Montel Benedetti and Commandino do not fit into this scheme.
Concerning Commandino, I believe that his reference to Philopon-us
suggests tf,at we may have to pay more attention to the years he
.pIit ut Padua u, a ,ird.nt of philosophy and medicine' Those years,
together with those spent at the lively Roman coufts, were probably
d.liriu. in forging a ielatively sophisticated and citical approach to
philosophy. Significantly, it seems that Commandino studied at the
Unirr.rtity of Fadua for"about a decade, while dal Monte spent only
one year there.33

(cit. n. 8), pp. 147-748, t-ransl. in- Dnar.t. and DnaurrN,
26), ppin Roie,'Italian Renaissance (cit. n. 4), pe. 225-?6; se^e also ib', p' 20-8

32 BrNenpTTr, specalationes

Mecbanics

(cit.

n. 4i, pp. 174-175; oar Molrrr, Archirnedis Paraphrasis (cit' n'

tS-t9, t*"rl.
;;J ir. L. Roru,

upiusieurs manuscrits autographes de Federico Commandino a 1a
Bibliothdque Nationale de Paris>, Rnue d'Histoire.des sciences_, 24, 197_\, pp. 299-301 ,
.ro. o. lbz. A different reading of commandino is in Biagioli, <Socia] Status> (cit. n.
4j; .rp pp. 5l-67; for the exprission <courtier gestalt> in relation to the Urbino school
claims thai the Urbino schoo]'s disdain of fellow mathematicians not
r.i, pl A6] Sirgioli
"Greek, philology, and the belle lettere, represents <(a strategy for the
in
oi"ii.i.",
preservation of social distinctions> (p. 61).
33 Rosr, Italian Renaissance (cit. n. 4), p. 187; Gaune and MoNr:psELLt, Le scienze
a rJrbiio (cit. n, 4), p. 17. B. Beror, <<Vita di Federico Commandino> (cit' n' 10)'
born-^"ai"o later took his degree at Ferara. On the situation at the univetsities see C.
B- S.r.rrr, The Aistotelian- tradition and Renaissance uniaersities, London, Variorum
n.pii.rr, tgbC. l. GescorcNo, <<A Reap-p_raisal of the role of universities in the scientific
i.riol,.rtio",r, i1 d. LrNoeenc and R. S.-VrstuaN, Reappraisah of the Scientific Reuolation,
Cambridge,'Cambridge University Press, 1990, pp. 207-260.
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3. Eentrty

MACHTNES AND THE ScIENCE oF

MorIoN

This section presents a picture - by no means exhaustive - of dal
Monte's work and shows that the labelling o{ the Marquis as tout
court <<Arrstotelian>> cannot be accepted without qualifications. His
practice in mechanics led him to endotse positions different from
those of the Philosopher and to debate problems independently o{
classic philosophical concerns. I start from the role of machines and
precision instruments; then I consider the problem of accidents and
the science of motion; lastly I raise the issue whether concerns
derived from Greek mathematics were suitable to the study of
nature.

In the dedicatory letter to Francesco Maia II in Mechanicorum
Liber, dal Monte stated that <<mechanics can no longer be called
mechanics when it is absuacted and separated from machines.>> The
union of theory and practice was a relatively common theme in that
period, and the opening line of the dedicatory letter stresses precisely
this aspect:3a <<There are tv/o qualities, Illustrious Prince, that arc
usually very effective in adding to men's power, namely, utility and
nobility.> Nobility was guaranteed by the subject matter and the
certainty of its demonstrations, <<as Aristotle on occasion asserts>,
whilst utility was clearly linked to the science of machines. However,
some contemporary readers found difficulties precisely on this point.

Around 1580 the superintendent to the fortifications of the
Republic of Venice, Count Giulio Savorgnan, commissioned an
Italian translation of the Mechanicorum Liber to Filippo Pigafetta.
They belonged to a circle including the erudite Gian Vincenzo Pinelll
and the provveditore to the Venetian arsenal Giacomo Contarini.
The dichotomy between theory and practice emerged as an
important issue in the debates between this composite group and the
Marquis. In a number of letters probably occasioned by the Italian
translation of the book, Savorgnan and Contarini objected that dal
Monte's theorems on pulleys were contradicted by their own
experiences. Pressed by less theoretically-minded friends,
Guidobaldo had to provide several explanations. First, he claimed
that instruments had to be small, thus contradicting to some extent
the conclusions in the first question of the Quaestiones Mechanicae
(oWhy areTarger balances more accurate than smaller?>). Pulleys, he
explained, are best made of brass, with very thin iron axes, and must
3a

Quotations from Dna.xe and DnaarrN, Mechanics (cit. n. 4), pp.241 and245.
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be well built, so that they do not shake and can be turned with a
breath. Secondly, dal Monte drew a distinction between the force
making equilibrium to a weight and the force capable of moving it.
This distinction was present in the L577 Latin edition, but it was
emphasized precisely in relation to the pulley in a passage added by
Pigaf.etta to the 1581 ltalian edition.3s Pressed further by Contarini,
dal Monte had to reiterate his point and provide clear diagrams
explaining the arrangements of the pulleys. Considering that a
balance meant to prove one of dal Monte's theorems was seen by
Piga{etta in Pinelli's hands, one can surmise that, short of
dispatching his own instruments, little could convince the group
atound Padua and Venice.36 Thus, the machines Guidobaldo had in
mind in his preface turned out to be very different indeed from the
Venetian war machines: dal Monte's were precision instruments built
with a clear theoretical aim in mind, no doubt under his own
supervision, by the Urbino instument maker Simone Barocci. The
Venetians, by contrast, had more practical concerns and went as far
as proposing purely empirical rules for the pulley, for example,
without taking theoretical considerations into account.3T
These observations on the <<practical>> and <<theoretical> machines
employed in the arsenal or in Pinelli's library, respectively, lead us to
the relations between theory and practice. In the case of equilibrium
Guidobaldo felt confident that the difficulty arising from the
contingency and imegularity of matter could be overcome. Passing on
to motion, however, his confidence vanished. From the important
correspondence with Galileo on the isochronism of pendular
oscillations it appears that the problem of experimental practice was
discussed in some detail. Unfortunately dal Monte's letters are not
extant, but their contents can be partially inferred from Galileo's
reply. \7e know, for example, that the Marquis probably tried to
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and DnanrrN, Mechanics (cit. n. 4), pp. 300 and 308.

A. Favano, <<Due lettere inedite di Guidobaldo del Monte a Giacomo Contarini>,
Axi del Reale Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere e Arti,59, 1899-1900, II, pp. )03-)12.
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milano, Ms 121 Sup, ff. 4-24; partial transcriptions and uanslations
36

in A. G. Kelren, <Mathematicians, mechanics, and experimental machines in Northern Italy
in the sixteenth centuryrr, in M. CnosraNo, The enter4ence of science in 'Westem Europe,
London, Macmillan, 1975, pp. l5'4. C. Ptolars,'<Biografie d'ingegneri militari italiani dal
secolo XIV alla met) del XVIII>, Miscellanea di Storia ltaliana, 14, 1874, pp.5-858 (see G.
Savorgnan). It appears that in the summer of 1579 dal Monte went to Padova; see his letter
to Giulio Giordani, Biblioteca Oliveriana, Pesaro, Ms 426, {f . L5l-152, dated Pesaro, 14 July
1579, announcing his journey to Padova within ten days.
37 On the role of instrument makers in the Duchy of Urbino see GaMse and
MoNtaaerrr, Le Scienze a Urbino nel Tardo Rinascirnento (cit. n 4).
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<<replicate> Galileian pendular oscillations by displacing a ball from
the equilibrium position at the bottom of a bowl. Galileo objected to
the abolition of the pendulum and claimed that the surface of the
bowl may have been neither smooth, nor <<perfettamente circolare>>.
At the end of his reply he expressed his agreement with the Marquis
that <when we start to consider matter, the propositions considered
in abstract by the geometer begin to be altered because of the
contingency of matter; since one cannot assign certain science to
such propositions so altered, the mathematician is freed from
speculating on them>>.38
According to Guidobaldo, motion was plagued by too many
accidental perturbations to become the subject of a true science. In
his publications he carefully avoided this issue. It is therefore
remarkable that in some manuscript annotations, published for the
{irst time last century, the Marquis discussed an experiment about
projectile motion. His analysis deserves close inspection.
Guidobaldo studied the trajectory of. a body thrown above the
horizontal <<whether by sling, or by artillery, or by hand, or by any
other instrument>, claiming that the path would be similar to the
shape assumed by a slack rope suspended below the horizontal, since
both curves result from the composition of natural and violent
motions. The shape would be similar to the parubola and hyperbola,
namely two of the few symmetric curves known at the time. It is
note'worthy that the Marquis referred to an esperienza <<made by
taking a ball wet with ink and throwing it along the surface of a
table which stands almost perpendicular to the horizontal. Although
the ball will bounce along, it will mark some points from which it
will be clear that, as it ascends, so also it descends.>>3e In the
theoretical discussion of the result dal Monte explained the
symmetric shape of the trajectory by having recourse again to the
combination of natural and violent motions, though the expression
<<mixed motion>> does not occur. This combination, whereby
38 G. Garu-er, Opere, ed. by A. Favaro (Firenze, 1890-1909), 20 vols. (hereafter GOD,
10, pp. 97-100, Padova 29 November 1602, esp. p. 100. The entire passage reads:

::trHl*"" "l ::""*x':: ,'j'?:,|;;i'';[rj'11,"" xl?,1i1rfi,1'::

I;l;,,i]#

;o'1[J::11:

proposizioni in asttatto dal geometra considerate; delle quali cos) perturbate siccome non si
pub assegnare certa scienza, cosl dalla loro speculazione d assoluto il matematico.>> Aarsrorrr,
Topica,books I and IL N. Kopnrcp, <Galileo and the problem of accidenrs> (cit. n.2).
3e G. Lrnnr, Histoire des Sciences Mathimatiques en Italie,4 vols. (Paris, 1838-1841), vol.
4, pp. )97-398 (containing other important texts by dal Monte); transl. in Rosz, The ltalian
Renaissance of Mathematics (cit. n. 4), p. 228.
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projectile trajectories are nowhere rectilinear, represents afi
important departure from orthodox Aristotelian teaching, according
to which motions do not mix. Possibly the Marquis savr' his
explanation as contrasting that of the much despised Brescia
mathematician Niccolb Tartaglia, according to whom two branches
of the trajectory are rectilinear, rather than Aristotle himself.a0
It is well known that in a passage o{ Two Neu Sciences Galileo
referued to Guidobaldo's observations about the rajectory of a body
thrown on an inclined plane and the shape of a suspended thread.
Despite the superficial similarity between their discussions, however,
fundamental differences should not be overlooked. First, Galileo
endorsed parabolas unequivocally, whilst dal Monte considered also
hyperbolas. Secondly, even restricting one's attention to parabolas,
their components varied for the two mathematicians: Guidobaldo's
parabolas resulted from natural motion progressively overtaking
violent motion, whilst Galileo's resulted from the composition of
uniform rectilinear and uniformly accelerated motions. As far as we
know, the Marquis accepted neither the former nor the latter.
Thirdly, Galileian parabolas were the central element of a new
science, whilst Guidobaldo's experiments have a less defined status
and it is doubtful whether in his views they led at all to a science.
Lastly, dal Monte's inclined plane was almost vertical, whilst
Galileo's was almost horizontal. This apparently purely technical
detail is indicative of greater differences, since Galileo possessed a
theory of the inclined plane, whereas the Marquis had notoriously
failed in this issue.ar
This problem leads us to some brief observations on the usage of
Greek and especially Archimedean mathematics in the investigation
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a0 On this issue see Dnerr, and Dnenxrx, Mecbanics in Sixteenth-Century ltaly (cit. n. 4),

pp. 80, 84, 100-104 on Tartaglia; pp. 80, 152, I89, and 234 on Benedetti's critique of
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Tartaglia's somewhat ambivalent views. See also the discussion on projectile traiectories in B.
Brror, In Mechanica Aristotelis Problenata Exercitationes (Mainz, 1621), p.4; the trajectory is
divided into three portions, the first rectilinear due to violent motion, the second curviiinear
due to mixed motion, and the third also rectilinear due to natural motion. A. Gannev, <The
case of mechanics: One revolution or many?>, in D. LINossnc and R. \ffEsrlaaN (eds.),
Reappraisah of the Scientific Rnolution (cit. n. fi), pp. 49)-528.
4t GOF,8, pp. 185-186 (Discorsi). R. Nlvron, <The evolution of an experiment:
Guidobaldo de1 Monte e Galileo's Discorsi demonstration of the parabolic trajectory>>, Physis,
16, L974, pp. 3TJ46. The author discussed and tried to replicate the experiments; his
replication of Galileo's ttial is based on an incorrect translation of the relevant passage, since
Galileo's inclined plane was closer to the horizontal than to the vertical. Unfortunately this
error affects considerably the discussion of the Ttoo Neut Sciences experiment. Is it possible
that the experiment with the inclined plane was suggested by Galileo to Guidobaldo rather
than the other way round?
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of nature. It has become quite common to state that the Marquis was
blinded by his admiration for the Greeks to such an extent that he
failed to iecognize that the theory of the inclined plane provided by
Pappus was iicorrect, whilst that of Jordanus was right. The matter,
plane
though, is more complex. Pappus
-in tried to reduce the inclined
from
the
starting
way
ingenious
an
to tfe ptinciple of the lever
a
on
a
body
move
to
urrr-piio, ihut u finite force is required
as
a
if
even
horizontal plane. Guidobaldo endorsed this assumpt_ion,
.orrr.qrr.r.. of Pappus' theory an infinite force would be required-to
ruir. u body vertii itly. lt will be clear to all those who look at the
demonstration by Pappus, however, that Guidobaldo's,position was
not the result of blind adherence to a Greek model. Rather, it
stemmed from the acceptance of common assumptions, from the
shared aim of reducing the problem to the balance, and from the
attention paid to the formal character of the demonstration. By
contrast, the d.monstration by Jordanus was incortect, its general
uim *as not clearly stated, and the solution implied that no force
was required to move a body horizontally. At a time when great
was laid not just on results, but on the certainty and rigour
"mphrsi,
of ih" method of demonstration as we]l, one wonders whether it
makes sense to evaluate simply the solutions provided by Pappus and
Jordanus in isolation from their respective presuppositions and
proof

^

s.a2

This specific problem is linked to the broader question of how
p..o..rpuiions about rigour affected the practice of mathematicians.
buidobaldo, for example, notoriously claimed that the directions of
the weights of a balance are not parallel among themselves, since
they converge to the centre of the world. Archimedes ignored this
issue in hii discussion of the balance. In Oru Floating Bodies,
however, he considered the verticals along which heavy bodies fall as
converging to the centre of the earth, and this was with all
a2

Troianus, 1565.
Jono,lNus Nervronenrus, Opasculun de Ponderositate, Venice, Curtius

N. T.tnieou,q,, Quesiti et Inuentioni Dioerse, Venice, Curtius Troianus, L546, eigth book, on
the science of',,iightr. Dnaxr and DurxrN, Mecbanics (cit. n.4), pp. lll-1$. Archirnedis
Paraphrasis, pp. t8-19, transl. in Rose, TEe Italian Renaissance (cit. n. 4), pP. 235-.236'

pappus on'Ai"r,^*o*ro, Nathematicae Collectiones, Pesaro, apgd Hieronymum Concordiam,
1588, pp. 3113L2. The relevant passage was inserted by Pigafetta in the Italian translation;
the tianslation in Dnars and Dna,nrrN, Mecbanics (cit. n. 4), pp. )25)26' is wrong (point
<<H>> takes no part in the proof). Concerning Tatagli.a and Benedetti see Dnerr and
DnenrrN, Mechinics, pp. L4t-i42 and L17.178, iespectively. On_Guidobaldo- and the Greeks
see ib., p. 46, and niigioti, <,The social status>> (cit.-n. 4), p. 65. P. DuHpu, Les Origines de la
Statique,2 vols., Paris, Hermann, 1905'6, vol. 1, pp. 182-19).
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probability Guidobaldo's source.43 Thus the Archimedean revival
was not by itself leading to the mathematization of new fields. Had
dal Monte - or indeed Galileo - tried to study projectile motion in
the same way, he would have encountered insurmountable
difficulties. However, it was by no means clear up to what extent
one could compromise on rigour in order to provide a mathematical
solution. The protagonists of the mathematization of nature had to
find not simply solutions, but new rules of the game as well.
The observations in this section instantiate my claim about the
problematic <labelling> of dal Monte under any rigid classification.
No categorization will succeed without taking into account his
intellectual horizon and social background, contacts with engineers
and instrument makers, views about experiment and the reception of
Greek mathematics.

4.

TuE Nove op 1604

In October 1604 a new celestial phenomenon appeared in the
constellation of Sagittarius and soon became the object of attention
of astronomers throughout Europe. Right from the start
mathematicians and philosophers saw it as yet another challenge to
Aristotelian teaching: Since astronomical observations of the star
revealed no sensible parallax, the belief in the immutability of the
heavens was threatened. Previous novae and comets, such as those
observed by Tycho Brahe in 1,572 and L577, respectively, had
abeady instigated considerable debates. Despite the opposition of
philosophers, by the beginning of the seventeenth century several
mathematicians could take for granted that the heavens were
corruptible. I select only a few cases in the rich network of
correspondents covering many ltalian cities. This survey serves
mainly the purpose of comparison with the situation in the Duchy of
Urbino. Reports from Padua, Bologna, Turin, and Rome follow a
similar pattern indicating debates and controversies, besides of
course hosts of astrological prognostications.
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The problem recurs repeatedly in On Fhating Bodies, book 1, esp. prop. 2. See the
.brief-43discussion
in E. J. Drlxsrcnnurs, Arcbirnedes. with a new bibhografhii uiay by tvilbur
R. Knorr, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1987, pp. )7)379. Guidobaldois dlscussion
in the section on the balance in Mechanicorurn Liber is-translated in Dnaxe and DnenrrN,
Mechanics (cit. n. 4), pp. 262tf. See also BsnroroNr Mrrr, <Federico commandino> (cit. n.
e).
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One of the first to observe the nova at Padua was the Milanese
Baldassarre Capra, who detected it on 10 October. In 1604-5 the
professor of mathematics of the university, Galileo Galilei, was
teaching the Tbeoricae Planetarum; in addition he delivered three
public lectures on the new stat. Although only a few fragments of
the text of Galileo's lectures are extant, at least part of the
intellectual atmosphere can be reconstructed by other documents.
According to a later report by Vincenzo Viviani, for example, it
appears that the philosopher Cesare Cremonini was violently
opposed to Galileo's theory.aa The main surviving document is the
Dialogo de Cecco di Ronchitti da Bruzene in perpuosito della stella
nuoua (Padua: Pietro Paolo Tozzr, 1605), written in Paduan dialect
by Galileo himself and his disciple, the Benedictin Father Girolamo
Spinelli. In the Dialogo two farmers, Matteo and Natale, argue about
the Discorso intomo alla stella nuol)a by Antonio Lorenzini (Padua:
Pasquati, 1605). Matteo has not read the book, but on being told its
contents by Natale, he marvels that its author is a philosopher: in
fact philosophy, he explains, has nothing to do with the science of
measures, a subject on which mathematicians ate tat more
authoritative. These opening lines outline immediately the disputed
matter between the two communities.as
The situation at Bologna has been little explored; our main
source is the correspondence of the astronomer and professor of
mathematics Giovanni Antonio Magini. Magini acted as an
important link between Tycho's son in law Franz Tengnagel at
Prague and Christophorus Clavius at Rome. Such epistolar
exchanges, involving observational data as well as opinions about the
nature o{ the star, reinforced the shared belief about its location.
Although we have no work by Magini on the topic, we know from a
lerter of Bartolomeo Cristini at Turin that the Bologna astronomer
held the heavens to be coruptible. Once again the report by
Cristini, who was Giovanni Battista Benedetti's successot, reveals

aa A. Favano, Galileo Galilei e lo studio di Pad.ot;a, 2 vols., Firenze, 1883; reprinted
Padova, 1966, vol. L, pp. 213-D6, esp. p. 218. C. B. Scnnri:rr, <<Cesate Cremonini: un
aristotelico al tempo di Galilei>, Centro Ted.esco di Studi Veneziani, Quademi, 16 (Venice,
1,980), pp. )-21.
4s GOF,2, pp.2674)4, esp. pp. 275-284 (fragments of lectures) and pp. 307-14
(Dialogo de Cecco di Ronchitti). G. RrcrrNr, <Galileo e la stella Nova>, in Maeyama and
Saltzer (eds.), Prismata (cit. o. 22), pp, )29))7. See also Dialogo sopra i due massimi sistemi, in
GOF, 7 , pp. )01-)47 .
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the existence of a controversy
defended Aristotle.a6
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An interesting document of the Roman debates has been
published in the last few years by Ugo Baldini. On 2J December
1604 the Jesuit Odon van Maelcote gave a public lecture at the
Collegio Romano in which he took sides against the philosophers.
The speaker represented the opinion of the Jesuit mathematicians
and especially of Father Clavius. The lecture was probably intended
for publication, as suggested by the presence of printed diagrams
accompanying the text of the lectures.aT
Before proceeding, it is worth paying attention to the writings of
the dean of asronomers operating in ltaly at that time,
Christophorus Clavius. Between L572 and 7574 Clavius had
observed the <<Brahe)> nova and in the following editions of his
Commentarium he had authoritatively argued in favour of the
celestial nature of the new star. Virtually his entire analysis was
based on the 1572 nova and was in print well before the seventeenth
century. The 1604 nova was relegated at the end of the relevant
section in later editions and was dealt with in a couple of lines. His

typically systematic and well argued reasoning relying on
observations from places as distant as Sicily and Germany, Spain and
Italy,le{t little unanswered. After having surveyed the opinions of
those who denied that the star was new, or who believed it to be a
comet, Clavius proceeded to a refutation of their arguments:
although he publicly refused to discuss the physical nature of the srar
and its philosophical implications, he decidedly claimed that its
location.was in the heavens. Clavius also quoted portions of a letter
by the Sicilian mathematician Francesco Maurolyco concerning the
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A. Favano, Cafiegio inedito di Ticone Brahe, Giooanni Keplero, e di altri celebri
e rzatematici dei secoli xvl e xVII con Giouanni Antonio Magini, Bologna,

astrononti

ZanichelTi, 1886, pp. 2$-285, Clavio to Magini, 18 November 1604. The letier of Cristini
of _26.February 1605, pp.298-3$, indicates a similar pattern at Turin, p. 298: <Redditae
mihi fuerunt tuae sextae diei, sub 18a huius cum in coeto virotum doctorrm essem, et
ioquemur de stella nova, quare admodum mihi gratae fuerunt, et tanto magis, quod etiam de
eadem stella tuae agerent, unde confirmabatur alterationem aliquam in aetheti dari, contra
Aristotelem, quod nullo modo docti illi concedere volebant.>
a7 U. BerorNr, <<La nova del 1604 e i matematici e filosofi del Collegio Romano:
nore su
un testo inedito>, Annali dell'Istituto e Museo di Storia della Scienza di Firenze, 6, {asc. 2,
1981, pp. $-98. On the Roman situation see also S. Rrccr, <Federico Cesi e 1a Noua del
1'604.La teoria della fluiditi del cielo e un opuscolo dimenticato diJoannes vanlH,eeck>>. Atti
della Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 1988, serie ottay^, Rendiconti, Classe di Scienze Morali,
Storiche e Filologiche, 43, fasc. 5-6, pp. lll-1r33.
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position of the star. Like Clavius, also Maurolyco believed that the
L572 nova was located in the heavens.a8
\7e move no'w to the Duchy of Urbino. The Marquis dal Monte
resided then in his fief of Monte Baroccio, a village a few miles from
Pesaro. Guidobaldo 'u/as in correspondence with Pier Matteo
Giordani (1.556-L636) in Pesaro, a friend with interests in the
mathematical disciplines. Giordani's contact in Rome was the Pesaro
historian Homero Tortora (L550-1,624), author o{ a Historia di
Francia (Venice, L619). The correspondence with Giordani is one of
the most important documents v/e possess on dal Monte's views
about the relationships between mathematics and philosophy, and
deserves greater attention that it has thus far received. A close
analysis oJ itr contents highlights Guidobaldo's strategy and sheds
new light on his personality.ae
I focus on four letters to Giordani, dated between November
1604 andJars,ary 1605. On 2J November the Marquis expressed the
wish that the measure of the paraTlax may determine the position of
the new celestial object, and went on to say that he had observed the
nova once) but bad wheather prevented him from repeating the
observation.so

Guidobaldo enclosed also a tract by the philosopher Jacopo
Mazzoni on a comet which had appeared in L596. Mazzoni's essay is
a display of courtly erudition: his analysis covered the historical
record, discussed elementary notions of astronomy and optics, and
referred to several fecent texts including Clavius' Cornrnentarium.
Mazzoni defended without great convinction the view that comets
Cornruentarium in Sphaerum Ioannis de Sacro Bosco, Mainz, 1611-, in
5 vo\s., Mainz, 1611-1612, vol.3, pp. 103'105' The same reasoning can
be found in the third edition of the Cornmentariaru, Rome, 1585, pp' 191-195' concerning
only the 1572 nova. U. BarorNr, <Christoph Clavius and the scientific scene in Rome>, G. V.
CovNr, M. A. HosrrN, O. Pr,oEnsBN (eds.), Gregorian Reform of the Calendar, Vatican City,
198), pp. B7-169. A. C. CtoMsu, <Mathematics and Piatonism in the sixteenth-century
Italian^Universities> (cit. n.22). C. Donrs HBI-uvlaN, <Maurolyco's 'lost' essay on the new
star of 1572>, Isis, 57,1960, pp. 322416, contains an edition of the essay. On the 1572 nova
a8

C. CrevIus,

Opera Mathetnatica,

see also

BeNror,rrr, Speculationes (cit. n. 8), pp. )71-374,letter to Annibale Raimondi.

In the Vatican Library is preserved a copy of an essay by Guidobaldo De Stella
Magorttm (MsUrb. Lat. l7$,pateIa,ft.65-69). Anannotationonthelefttopcornerteils
,rs ibot,t the author and the year, 1604. It is highly probable that the topic of the tract rvas
stimulated by the novu of the same year. The Marquis, however, did not discuss
ae

mathematical issues, but raised questions such as <qualis fuerit; quando primum visa: ubi,
quomodo ex ea natum esse Christum Magi cognoverint>> (f.65r). The essay was possibly
addressed to a Churchman of the Duchy.
s0 G. Annrcsr, <Un grande scienziato Itaiiano: Guidobaldo dal Monte in alcune carte
inedite della Biblioreca Oliveriana di Pesaro>, Atti dell'Accadenia Lucchese di Scienze, Lettere
ed Arti, 59, 1965, pp. 181-199, esp. pp. l% and 196.

i;::r-,1-:ri1-::fs]s::rdi:.!+.ffiffiffi::grgr_rlIi;e#-jjql{li:;+;,::+;f!iln?;:iiiffi*m@,&ltsSi$t
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are generated in the sublunar world and tried to explain the lack of
parull.ax by means of optical refraction. His main preoccupation was
to refute astrological interpretations and reassure the Grand Duchess
Christina of Lorraine, who had commissioned the essay, that she had
nothing to fear from the comet. The impression one gets from
Mazzonl's tract is that he was not greatly committed to either views
about the location of the comer: certainly he was not a priori hostile
to the ideathat the heavens were corruptible.sl
Meanwhile from Rome Tortora asked Giordani for Guidobaldo,s
opinion on the new phenomenon, <<because clavius believes it to be a
new starr>.52 Giordani's letters are not extant, but from Guidobaldo's
reply of 6 December it can be inferred that Giordani had written to
Tortora that the Marquis had been unable to observe the star ever.
Guidobaldo then went on ro praise his friend for this small lie and
confirmed that in fact he had observed the star on 11 November and
that its celestial coordinates were L8 1/z degrees in Sagittarius and L2
degrees 15 minutes latitude. However, he forbadi Giordani to
communicate them to anyone, hoping to detect the star's motion
around mid January. If, however, <<the comet will stay in the same
position, I shall say that having observed it very carefully, and {or a
long time, I noticed that it was glittering so srrongly, that I have
never seen a star glittering so much>>, almost in such a way that <it
rcally .seemed to be fire rather than a star>>. The Marquis then
wished to have observations from several locations in order to test an
opinion of his that <it is a comet and not a stat, because I cannot
agree that scholars want to admit the heavens to be corruptible at
the first [difficulty]>.s3 Guidobaldo clearly wanted to prevent his
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sl Mazzoni's manuscript_<Trattato della cometa)) is in Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,
Ms urb' .Lat. _136) (partial draft in vat. Lat. D252, tf. 38-49), t{. f-i4. Mazzoni was a
personal friend of Guidobaldo and had spent some time at urbino; s"e p. Senassr, La oitd
di
lacopo Mazzoni,.patrizio cesenate, Roma, 1790. In the correspondence with dalileo, dal
Monte- expressed the wish-to be present at their conversations ui piru, GoF, 10, pp. 45 and,
47, dal Monte
lg 9qltl*,Monte Baroccio, 8 Dec. 1590 and 21 Febr. i:pz, r.rp..t1u.ly. o;
f0 Janr:.ary Guidobaldo acknowledged receipt of the tract returned by Giordan'i
wirhed
"rd
Mazzoni were still alive. Indeed, his presence at Urbino would have'greatly revitalized
the

court.

s2 Biblioteca oliveriana,_ Pesaro, MS. 415,
Homero Tortora to pier Mateo Giordani,
Rome, 24 November 1604, {. )5: <<... il padre clavio tiene, che sia nuova stella come fu
tenuta da alcuni quella di casiopea>, quoted in GeMsa and MoNrsepru, Le siienze a [Jrbino
(cit. n. 4), p. 51.
s3,G. Annrcnr,^oUn grande Scienziato> (cit. n.50), p.
r93-194, dal Monte to Giordani,6
l)ecem.ber 1604:
perd la cometa stari nel medisimo luogo, dirb ben questo, che
-<Se
havendola io guardata ben bene, et durato un pezzo a vederla, io "vedevo, che ella scintiilava
tanto forte, che non ho mai veduto stella sciniillar tanto... che u.ru-.nr. pareua, che frrse
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observation from being known in order to secule its <<correct)> usage,
and ignored completely the 7572 nova and a host of other celestial
apparitions. The- data the Marquis wished to receive must have
soon, since at the back of the letter he annotated some
^iiirred
<<O s s ervatio ni da P t aga>>.sa
On 22 December Tortora provided a brief account of what
appears to be the lecture by van Maelcote, emphasizing the opinion
o}-Clavius and the Jesuits. Guidobaldo dal Monte's letters of 31
December t6O4 and 20 January L605, though, show hardly a change
of attitude. The Marquis observed that while the mathematicians
will agree to call the new phenomenon a star, they will not be able to
uns*er the arguments of the philosophers, <<and these arguments
ought well to be answered, if it were true that this comet were a
star.>>55 Hence Guidobaldo, alone among the mathematicians
mentioned in this section, refused to accept the possibility that the
heavens were coruptible on philosophical, or better, a priori,
grounds.
I wish to conclude with some observations on Copernicanism
with regard to dal Monte and Baldi. Unfortunately, direct evidence
about the Marquis' opinion on this issue is lacking; his statement
about the motion of the earth in the letter to Bonaventura can be
safely dismissed in this rcgard.Indirect evidence, however, seems to
me as strong as it could be: dal Monte's views about the nova and
the incorruptibility of the heavens lead to the conclusion that his
attitude towards the much greater upheaval implied by
Copernicanism was that of total rejection. Bernardino Baldi's
statements in the Vita di Coperruico and Cronaca de' Materuatici abort
the <falsa opinione>> of Copernicus reflected the views of his teacher
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fuoco, e non stella>. <Mi chiarirei, di una opinione... per salvar che ella sia cometa, et non
stella, che io non posso acconsentire, che persone dotte alla prima vogliano tener' il cielo
corruttibile per poter dire che ella sia una stella.>
,o Ib., p. 194. E. Gervrna, V. MoNtearur, Le scienze a Urbino (cit. n. 4), p. 50, n. 30,
claim that the observations from Tengnagel reached Magini and then were forwarded to
Clavius; Archivio Pontificia Universit) Gregoriana, Roma, ms. fi1, c. 206r, Magini to
Clavius, Bologna 18 December 1604, contains the same coordinates annotated by dal Monte.
s5 Biblioteca Oliveriana, Pesaro, Ms. 4l5,Tortoru to Pier Matteo Giordani, ff.. )9'40,
Rome, 22 December 1604: <Circa le comete o stelle che si vedono, non so dirle altro, se non
che i Gesuiti pur hoggi, hanno con concorso di molti fatto molte dimostrationi seguitando il
Padre Clavio che tiene che sia stella, et neli'ottava stella in Sagittario... dicono essere tenuta
in Germania per stella, et che ve ne siano lettere, et dimostrationi. Se si dari {uori quello che
hoggi hanno fatto sentire i Gesuiti, lo manderd subito a V.S.> For some reason, however, van
Maelcote's lecture is dated 2) December. G. AnnrcHr, <Un grande scienziato>> (cit. n. 50), p.
795, dal Monte to Giordani: <Le quaii ragioni bisognari pur solverle, se fusse vero che questa
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Guidobaldo as we11.s6 The gulf between Galileo and his patron on
astronomical matters emphasizes the wide range of positions among
the protagonists of the Archimedean revival. Differences did not
invoive simply this or that theorem, but the raison d'€tre of the
renaissance of mathematics.

s6 B. Bar-or, Cronaca dc' Maternatici, Urbino, L707, p. 120-L2L; B. BrI-rNsrr, <La Vita di
Copernico di Bernardino Baldi dell'anno 1588>>, Accadenia Polacca delle Scienze, Conferenze,
Fasc. 61 (rVroclaw, \97)); Iess correct edition appeared in Studia Copemicana, 9, L97), pp.
^
L8-2L, on p. 20.
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APPENDIX
(l)s1
Biblioteca cornunale, Forli, Ms Autografi Piancastelli 755

Molto Mag'o Sig'" mio hondo,

v.S. mi fa vergognare con tante cose, per non dir cerimonie, che usa
nella sua lettera, *u-.oror.o che lo {a pet spronarmi a far qualche cosa'
Co" ,"r,o cib io gle ne resto obligatissimo insieme con la scrittura che mi ha
*undu,tu, che mi"duole di haverli fatto durar questa fatica doppia, cioE di
haverla ,.r..ittr, e di haverla latta in buona forma' Io non l'ho ancor
p"r"i, leggere, .h. ^pp.rr" gl'ho data una scorsa cos] in furia, che non gli
posro dir?s'alcuna ii i.r*o, se bene mi b piaciuta infinitamente, ma non
so p..b se v.S. tocca niente contra il quinto capitolo del medesimo terzo
libro, dove mi par che quest'huo-o no. consideri troppo bene quello che
dice,: perch6 vuole che- 7a terra habbi il moto della trepidatione, che
hr.,..,do lei questo moto, dice il Cesalpino che non accade a datlo al cielo,
come che'l cielo hrbbi questo moto ogni sei hore, come vuol che habbi la

terra, poi che quest'B causa del flusso del mare. Ma vuole perb che questo
si doverebbe
-oto hellu terra venghi dal cielo. Ma se dal cielo, la terla
il moto
terra
alla
attribuisce
che
vede
mover in giro, .o*. il cielo. Ma si
poco
filosofo
da
Ma
b
cosa
mare.
del
ii
flusso
della rrepiiatione per salvar

per sul,rur iI moio del mare indurre nella terra un'altro moto

pir)

s,r.r.ugurr., che per salvar questo della terra bisognava trovarne un'altro, e
poi uialtro, e cosi in infiniio. Poi che il dire, come,egli fa_,.che il cielo da
q,,.rro moto alla terra, e non provarlo, E un niente, che sarebbe forsi meglio
,iir". .h. il re di Spagna causa questo moto della terra, essendone egli di
rr.:rrd parte pudrone. IJo. porro patir, che questi che fanno professione di
fiic,slrfl. *.tti.ro certe stravagantie in capo, senza tagione alcuna, che se
adci:cessero qualche ragioncella apparente, sarebbe manco -male' / Ho

dirgli questo peich6 non volevo star pii_ a risponderle, ma io
.,'e:i:ren!e"r,o., ho ben considerato ogni cosa, che appena ho letto il
Ct-.il::ino in quel luogo cosl a}la sfuggita, havend'io molte cose, che mi
i.,, .,-u' lo studiare. V.S. le considerar) meglio di me. Pesato poi a metter in
ese;.-::ione i1 pensier, che tiene di mandar fuori il lo e 2o libro di gtazia

,.',,l.,:io

,' .:: :he transcription I have slightly altered punctuation
.and c.apital,zation.
except in th. Torms of salute-at-the opening and at the end'
C,,,,r.,.,,...,
""pu.rd.d,
..."n,r,
the orthogiaphy is reproduced as closely as possible to the original,
E,,..r., ,r.,,,, "..
iili.:::'l:::; ::.: i,:.:ared forms.
)
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non manchi di farlo, che so certo, che ne haveri honore, et satisfattione
grandissime e di pii gli sar) poi un stimolo atinin g|'alui libri. La lo facci
adunque, et quanto pir) presto. Dove Ia dice di nominare me, non lo facci
per niente, che queste poche cose, che io gli ho detto di sopra, dio sa se
stanno cosi. Haverei ben caro, che V.S. mandasse fuori questi due suoi
serviranno a me per citarlo, et 1o farb volentieri,
massime che ho un capriccio, che la terra si muova, et questo in via di
Aristotele. Ma sono cose, che (come lei sa meglio di me) bisogna prima
pensarci bene, e non le lascierei vedere, se prima io non havessi il consenso
di primi fiiosofi. Accid mi faccino accorger del mio errore, se vi B, perch6 io
da me stesso confesso, che non me ne so accorgere. E quanto pii ci penso
tanto pii mi ci confermo. Tra i primi voglio il suo giuditio stimato da me
pii forsi (per dir cosi), di quello, che lei si crede. Io non mancard di far
offitio con quel Cesare da Calmazza per conto di quello, che deve a Mr
Tadeo d'Urbino, ma colui B un meschino, che dal tempo di mio padre fu
comportato che stesse in Monte Baroccio. E gle ne darb aviso. I1 conte
Torquato graziosamente mi rese il libro che V.S. mi mandd. Che gle ne
bascio Ie mani, et il medesimo famia moglie alla sua signora consorte. E mi
comandi. Di Pesaro alli B di decembre del tlgS.

libri, che so che mi

Di V.S.

S'" Guidobaldo dei Marchesi dal Monte.
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SUMMARY

This essay examines Guidobaldo dal Monte's role within the
in Italy in the second half of the
sixteenth century. His views are compared with Giovanni Battista
Benedetti's and above all with Federico Commandino's. Benedetti
Renaissance of mathematical studies

develops a strongly critical attitude towards Aristotle and philosophy
in general; Commandino conceives the mathematical renaiisance as a
wide-ranging _ reform of knowledge and reshaping of disciplinary
hierarchies; by contrast, dal Monte pro*ot.r mathematics and
especially mechanics with far less ambitions aims; philosophy and
anti-Aristotelianism remain outside his range. These observations
reveal the existence of a wide spectrrrm oJ positions within the
Archimedean revival in Italy and the very Urbino mathematical
school._ Despite some undeniable common traits, the cultural projects
we find in Commandino's and dal Monte's works differ profoundiy.
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